All: Now is the time to follow the wind, to walk alone.
And a star will show the way, above the clouds, beyond the sea.
And now is the time, now and farewell,
and as we part, you taught me well, you gave me strength,
you showed the way; I’ll not forget you …

All: Like an eagle I will **soar** above the clouds;
I will **spread** my wings and fly into the sun.
Like an eagle I will **race** above the stars;
I will **fly** to places yet unseen, go beyond my wildest dream,
know that you are watching over me alone.

All: I can **fly** with the eagle to the mountain high,
**Race** with the eagle to the rising sun,
And **soar** with the eagle so far beyond my dreams;
**like** an eagle I will fly.

All: (p) Like an eagle I will **race** above the clouds;
(mp) Like an eagle I will **fly**, (cresc) like an eagle I will fly…

**Fitzgerald & Jones**
… fly! I’m gonna fly above the clouds, …
… I’m gonna fly the highest mountain;
… I’m gonna fly above the clouds!
… I’m gonna fly the highest mountain;
… I’m gonna fly above the clouds!

**Larson** (CODA)
Fly! …
Fly…, fly the highest mountain, 
Fly…, fly above the clouds!
Fly…, fly the highest mountain, 
Fly…, fly above the clouds!

All: Like an eagle I will fly!